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“I’m running out of everything now. Out of veins, out of money.”

And who remembers beat writers anyway? Kerouac, sure, and
Burroughs and Ginsberg, but what about the rest?

What about Herman Huncke?

Gupter Puncher and the
Cortazar posters
I walked through Kwun Tong, past the park and the police
station and up the hill to the estate. I walked past the
security guard without explaining anything.
Jay was in the apartment, on the couch, hands on his knees.
'Shit, brother...
I put the bag down.
'I thought you were right behind me...Chariots of fire,
man...where were you?
I went into the bathroom, turned the water on and splashed some cold onto my face. Jay had followed me in.
'I couldn't do anything, man. I stopped and you weren't there and...shit, your eye, it's-...fuck, you should've
been keeping pace, brother.'
I spat into the sink a few times, surprised not to see blood.
'You were too slow. I thought you were-...I didn't know I was faster than you. I never knew that. Did you know
that? You did, didn't you? Snake in the grass, keeping me in the dark...scanner darkly.'
I felt the bruise below my eye and the one on the cheek. Not huge, not painful. They were annoying more than
anything else. I walked out, went back into the living room, hovered for a few seconds then left for the
bedroom.
Jay was still there.
'Okay, you're mad, Ols. You're mad about this, I can see it in your calm fucking face. And fine, I fucked up, I
ran. Hands up, I did it. But that's one-sided, man. You're snubbing my side of it, my little truth. I couldn't go
back. I couldn't go back because I didn't know where you were...and I could've been going back into them, into
the flames, brother.'
I walked out and lay down on my bed.
'And fault isn't even a part of it. It was a dumb idea, that was the root of it. You shouldn't do stuff like that,
man. You're chasing pavements. You've gotta keep safe, eyes open...eyes open, old man.'

I closed my eyes.

I slept for a while and was woken by what I thought was a bunch of newspapers falling down. I sat up and saw
Jay going through some things over in the corner.
'What are you doing?'
'Olswang, you fucking pirate. You never told me about this shit.' He held up one of the posters I had done for
the magazine, a picture of Julio Cortazar with the tagline 'Gupter Puncher is alive'. 'Who is this guy?
Hemingway?'
'Cortazar.'
'Carl Cortazar...man, this is the scheme, the way of the way. A bit of challenge, a bit of spit and fire, brother.
Brother from another mother.'
'What?'
He put the poster back and lifted them all up.
'How many you got here, Ols? Thousand?'
'Roughly, yeah.'
'Then here's the scheme, the schematic, my fine fat friend. We take this big lump of shit, we hit the streets,
we put them up everywhere we see, from cars to prickly trees, and we get some reaction, some goddamn
respect...waddaya say?'
'I don't know...I'm tired.'
'Get up, man, you gotta do this. We gotta get you seen out there, get your mug on the walls of this city, and
this is the way, this is what we should be doing. Think it through, Ols. It's underground, it's indie, it's a big
fucking secret that everyone's gonna want in on. Trust me, brother, I know of what I speak.'
I sat up, and a t-shirt landed on my head.
'Put it on, get ready, come on.'
He was almost dancing out of the apartment.
'Okay, man. Five minutes.'
'Minus minutes, Chubby Alonso.'
'Huh?'
'T-shirt, come on.'

EDITORIAL
I said there wouldn't be another one of these. And I don't want to be a liar, but the book cafe in Austin ain't gonna
happen like I thought it would, and that’s not so bad as now it’s gonna be Toronto, but...

[Missing text]

Maybe I've still got a little more I wanna say. Or write.

But I won't go over fifty pages.
And there should be more pictures.
And less sense.
Stories that start and get cut off.
Stories that snake through the whole thing, starting-stopping-starting again.

The heart of it will be the Gupter sto-...

“The posters control culture… [the
Cortazar] posters on the trees, on the
walls, in the muck.”
Allen Ginsberg, when he was mad…

Outside the apartment I asked him if he really thought it could work.
'No doubt, Ols. It's got everything, like I said.'
'Everything?'
'Pizazz, mystery, enigma...Edward Nigma...everything.'
We walked to the bus stop and chose Causeway Bay as the first stop. Apparently it had everything too.
American-born Chinese, British-born Chinese, Canadian-born Chinese, Somalian-born Chinese, whatever and
whoever, Jay said.
On the bus I asked him if he was gonna stick around and help this time.
'For sure, brother. This is my baby.'
'But-...'
'I put the gears in motion, I make sure they keep spinning. It's what I do.'
'Yeah, I suppose...it's just-...'
'Don't worry, man. I got your back.'
We got off the bus and I started walking towards the busiest area but Jay pulled me back and said we should
do outside the library first.
'Why?'
'That's where the readers are, man. Those greedy little eyes, we're gonna suck them in and fix them on your
guy...Cortalar.'
'But it's closed.'
'And tomorrow it'll be open. Patience, brother.'
We went over to the library and put a few posters up. One on the tree trunk, another on the traffic light, a
few on the library wall.
I told Jay there was no way they'd survive till morning, but he told me to stop the negativity and think of a
future where posters stayed on walls for years. I said it was hard to imagine.
'Nah, it's simple. Just stay on one track, man. Laugh off the negative voice that floats in. Easy.'
I tried it and it half-worked.

'Maybe you're right.'
'Do the right thing, brother.'
'Maybe the street cleaners will like the poster. Maybe they won't see them. Maybe...'
'Maybe baby.'
I tapped him on the shoulder and said, man, this might actually work. We could get some real media attention.
A proper media face.
'Imogen's face, Olswang. And someone's gonna see all this, and some hack's gonna want to put it into a story.
It's pure human nature, Emo Philips.'
'Yeah...what?'
'Fun face on, man. Onwards and skywards and up to the fucking moon.'
We walked around Victoria Park putting more posters on trees and telling each other how different it was
what we were doing, how special it was, how it couldn't fail to get noticed, and as we talked I noticed a subtle
shift from him to me, him becoming quieter and less showy, and myself becoming the opposite. By the time the
park was covered with Cortazar, I was grabbing at the moon, he was looking at the shit on the ground.
'Let's do the main street,' I said.
He muttered a 'yeah.'
We walked out of the park and across the road towards Sogo at the end of the street. There were four
traffic lights we could post on, and lots of walkers who would see it. Hundred of walkers. Thousands.
I marched quickly down the street, talking backwards to Jay.
'This is gonna be special, man.'
'Ols, hang back a minute...'
'No one ever puts anything here...we'll be unchallenged.'
'We gotta think this through...'
'The police might see us, but what can they do? A fine? Maybe...but we can run, right? We can run if they see
us...'
'There's too many people...it's too busy, man.'
'Busy is better...'
'No, there's too many...there's-...'
'Nearly there, man...think all of these eyes looking at our work...'
'No...'
'It's gonna be amazing...'

'They're looking at us, Ols...that fucker over there, he's looking...'
'It's gonna be incredible...'
'Drop the bag, man...drop it, come on...'
We walked a little further and then we were there, next to the first traffic light of the four. And Jay was
right, they were looking.
'They're watching, man,' I said, reaching down into the bag for the first poster and the sticky tape. 'You hold
the tape, yeah?'
I held the tape behind me, but it wasn't taken.
'Jay?'

[INSERT: For those who don't know Cortazar
He came from Argentina.
He's long dead.
There was a story of his that got turned into a film. 'Blow Up'.
It's probably his most famous story.
But not with the critics.
They think it's slight.
Pricks.
They like the more abstract stuff.
But...

Most of it was so abstract you just couldn't get stuck into any of it.
Cortazar never said if that was the point or not.
He wrote a story about three kinds of people.
At least I think they were people.
They had funny names, and unique characteristics.
And the structures of his sentences were...they were really out there.

In short, you could read a sentence and not know what it was referring to.
But the critics loved it.
They lapped it up.
And there's no doubt he meant what he wrote.
He was a smart guy.
He went to university.
He could speak four languages.
But does that make him a classic?
It's the same debate that follows Hemingway.
A different kind of writer.
Four, five word sentences, all blocked together.
Was he any good?
I mean, they say he was, but was he, really?
By 'they' I'm talking about the critics.
And some of 'they' straddled both writers.
They saw the genius of Cortazar and the genius of Hemingway.
And there are books out there that analyse it all.
But...
Cortazar was middle class.
Hemingway was middle class.
Is that significant?
Some say yes, others say no.
Bukowski said nothing.
Fante said nothing.
The few greats who never got discovered said nothing.
And Cortazar?
He said nothing.
But he knew what he was.

[Pic of Cortazar with a giant typewriter]

What about the others?
Here's a quick debate, between two critics:

Cortazar was inventive.
So was Hemingway.
In what way?
He stripped away artifice.
And left nothing else.
He left the truth.
There is no truth.
That's typical. There's always truth, and
surplus words disguise that. Or do you disagree,
again?
I disagree.
Are you serious?
Yes.
Fine, then. Make your point.
Hemingway wrote simple words because he had no imagination.
No imagination? Come on...
It's fact. He knew very little. Couldn't think past what he saw, what he thought.
That's it?
No. In contrast, Cortazar knew that to bring truth, you had to take away the familiar.
Wrong, but please explain.

I think you know what I mean...
Do it anyway, just so we're clear.
Fine. Cortazar forced his work into abstraction. He took away the recognition of language, the signifiers and the
signified, or inverted them.
Examples?
Off the top of my head?
Whatever you can give...
Okay. The Chronos stories. You'll agree it's very difficult to get a foothold in that story, yet, it makes analysis of
the text a very personal thing. Each reader, if they give the story time, will pull out a different meaning.
Which is also true of Hemingway...
Bullshit.
It is.
Is not.
Is so.
Is-...you can't show that...
I can. But would you listen?
What?
Your mind is obviously closed.
Ridiculous.
Very limited.
I'm leaving.
I knew you would.
Yeah? Well, fuck you and fuck your Hemingway.

And so on and so on.
No one is right.
But they are both wrong.
All that effort for two writers who had so little to say?
Surely there are better people to debate over.

To say 'fuck you' over.
Heinlein Vs Philip K?
I don't know.
So why is Cortazar used in this story?
No reason really.
I like his name.

END INSERT]
I walked through Kwun Tong, past the park and the police station, alone again, wondering what was going on in
that clown's head. Was he schizophrenic? One minute he's up, next he's down. Was Schizophrenic the right
word?
I got back and he was sitting in front of the computer.
'Man, what-...'
'Ols, come have a gander at this...'
'Jay...'
He looked up and waved his hand away.
'What? The poster thing? I told you I was going, but you didn't listen. You were marching to your own beat,
brother, in your own little head.'
'You didn't say anythi-..'
'And you can't do that, Ols. That poster scheme was all wrong, it was the wrong maneuver, but you got yourself
worked up about it. You can't do that, you can't get carried away like that.'
I sat down next to him, tired again.
'Jay...' I breathed out, but couldn't add anymore.
'And it doesn't matter, man. That whole thing, it's old hat, Jack the Hat, and this is the new hat.'
'Jack the who?'
'Online, brother, the information autobahn, this is where we need to be. Look.'
He pulled my t-shirt and dragged me to the screen.
'Ubersite. Land of literary dreams, my Calvinist friend.'
'What are you-...?'

'Most of it's shit, but...' He clicked on a few articles and read a few lines and said, yeah, most of it was shit,
but- 'Basically, it's a bunch of wackos writing out their little tales of woe and funny. They post them up, and all
the other little wackos give their feedback. Which means, they rip them to pieces.'
'And we're going to...what?'
'I know, it's not pretty, man. But we gotta get your shit up there, show these wackos what real writing is. Can I
get a Ho Ho, brother?'
'Man, I don't know...'
'Trust me, Ols, I know the dangers, I know the safe words. They'll know good work when they see it. Let's put
some shit up.'
We went to the old magazine files and pulled out one of the columns, something short about whores and online
dating. I wasn't so sure it'd work in isolation, but Jay said it would, because smut was what the wackos wanted
and smut was what we'd give them.
We registered and put up the column.
An hour later and fifteen wackos had responded. They varied a little, but mostly they were telling us we
couldn't write for shit.
'They don't dig your work, Ols...'
'Yeah...'
'Let's put something else up, see how they like that.'
'I don't know, man...'
'Trust me, I know these fuckers. I know what makes their tiny little minds tick.'
He went back to the magazine files and pulled out something by Captain Wong, the magazines music columnist.
I told him it wouldn't work, that Captain was too divisive and wouldn't work if you hadn't read the rest of the
mag first, but Jay said no, keep the faith, Wong's got powers.
He posted up Captain's piece about Morrissey and how he helped him prepare for 'Suedehead'.
Half an hour later, quicker than before, fifteen more replies were in. Just looking at the words from a
distance, I could tell they were poison.
'Shit, Ols, look at this guy...'
Jay pointed at the message on screen.
'You're shit, you're shit, I fucking despise you and your shitty, shit literature, you FUCKING CUNTSWIMMING, CUNT WAFFLE, SLUT FUCKING CAMPER.'
'What have you done, man?' I asked.
'Not me, Ols. It's him. He just took a disliking to you and couldn't keep it all in. That's the internet for you,
brother, they let it all hang out.'
'Just take the articles down.'

'Which is kinda weird when you think about it. They wouldn't say shit like this to your face. Even this guy, this
schmuckface, it says he was in the military, the military machine, Bubba...and, who knows, he might be a tough
little fucker, but he wouldn't say this shit to your face. No chance.'
'He doesn't have to, he can just write-...'
'And look at this little deception, Ols. He's Oz military, out in the fucking desert. That's not real military,
that's toy soldiers. He's just abseiling down that big fucking rock all day and night. Lock and load, rubber
bullets, you pussy.' Jay jabbed his finger at the guy's onscreen profile. 'I'll hand it to him though, good use of
'Slut camper'. I might co-opt that one, use it in the real world. Lois and Clark, Ols, pioneering since '79.'
'Just sign out, man.'
'I wonder why he got so worked up anyhow. We should befriend him, man. Log on and register a different
name, call you a slut camper too, sit on his side, get inside his head.'
'Jay, just sign out, get out of there.'
'You don't wanna see this guy's brain?'
'Sign out, man.'
'Once in a lifetime...'
'Jay.'
'Fine, my slut camping friend...we're out.'

For the next month, I worked on the new magazine. Writing stories, writing politics, writing the letters page,
all the while trying not to write in the same voice.
Jay watched me some of the time, asking me what I was writing, why I was writing it, and telling me what I
should've been writing.
'Listen to me, Slut camper, I know of what I speak. You gotta write something commercial, something with a
bit of populist swing...then you get the attention, then you get the money, then you get the pussy.'
'I don't care about the women.'
'I'm still right.'
'I don't care about money.'
'You care about attention though. Don't deny that one, Friar Tuck.'
'Maybe. I mean, okay, I'd like a little.'
'You'd like a lot. You'd like the whole fucking world sitting on your lap.'
I said no, and told him about my quest for a thousand readers and how I never really wanted to do interviews
anyway and if any of the big media wanted to write about me then fine, but if they didn't then that was fine
too. I could live in the wings, I didn't care.

'Bullshit, Mr Han man. You want the big time. You're a little whore starlet like the rest of us.'
'I'm not a whore starlet.'
'Are too.'
'Am not.'
'We're all going into that dirty little room and whipping our twats out and hoping for the big time, that's the
way it is, Ols. If you say it's not, you're a liar.'
'But how do you know?'
'Then you're a liar. No one gives 100% of their mind, brother. You're hiding out on me.'
'But-...'
'Holding out on me...and there's no way you'll ever tell me anyway. Everyone lies and I'm the Witchfinder
General, man. I can sniff lies out of everyone.'

[INSERT:

MANIFESTO
The aims and tenets of Cassavettism
The name of our movement is taken from
John Cassavettes. He is not our God, and
not above reproach, but enough of him is
important to what we believe.

What we are:
Artists, writers, poets with a voice.
Outcasts.
Anxious.
We all have something to say, yet we are unconcerned with reaching the maximum
possible market. We do not preach, 'more people have to read this thing.' This is
unimportant. To believe the numbers of people listening, is to overlook how many
people are really listening.

What we are not:
Militant.
We have no problem with the mainstream. Good books have been and will continue to be
published. Other good books will not.

Publicists.
We will not do book tours, talk shows, press packs and all that shit. We cannot. It is
false, and it is unimportant.

Desperate.
We will not chase an audience. We will give things away for free, but in the knowledge
that it will have a limited effect. We will not try and sell anything to anyone. Our
work is available to buy, but we do not seek to aggressively sell.

Why we do what we do.
do.
We will not lie. The method of Cassavettism excites us. It makes us feel more special
than we are. We have learned the lessons of those who have preceded us, and what
happens when you make it. You are rewarded with money and things, but you lose
everything.

Aims:
Not to make it.
To be both known and unknown.
To accept the depression that comes with being unknown and ride through it and out the
other side.
To ignore the mainstream media. No interviews. No interaction with those who promote
schlock.
To promote our own schlock.
To make our schlock better than mainstream schlock.
To find others like us.
To avoid intellectuals.
To write books as good as this:

To become comfortable with the idea that we will die without a huge audience.
This is harder than you might think. As firm as we are in our beliefs, we have still
grown up in a world where success is all about numbers, where quality is about the
person who decides your work is quality. This is a hard thing to shake.

Where to find us?
The gutter.

END INSERT]

I kept on writing stories and articles for my magazine while Jay started to ask about the other magazine, the
thing we were paid to write. Or the thing I was paid to write. He just took the cash and sang ideas I couldn't
use.
'We've gotta get on it, man. Keep the cash flow running into the Bay of Jay.'
'I know...'
'New idea, Ols. Check this bitch out. Sham Shui shitty Po, midnight. Shit on the streets, knife fights in the
parks. No other travel rag's writing about that. They've all got their tubby little fingers stuck in Central and
the islands, where the money is, but we're different, man, we're the flip side. They ask us, 'were you in the
shit?' and we say, 'damn fucking right, in the shit, where the wild shit is.' And we write about it, brother, we
put the shit into words and give them something the tubsters ain't writing, because we're human beings, man,
we're humanist beings.'
'Yeah, but...'
'Sham Shui shitty Po, man. Trust me.'
'...I think they want us to write about Wan Chai.'
'Where the real Hong-...no, fuck Wan Chai, man, that's where the fat white fucks are, the wild white
things...we're not writing that, not on your fucking nelly.'
The “they” were the travel magazine from England. They'd hired me a year ago to go to Hong Kong and write
what no one else had ever written. Only they hadn't said they'd be telling me every month what I had to write.
But then, I had lied too. I hadn't told them the pay rise I'd requested was so I could cover Jay.
'We need to fight for our independence, brother...'
'Independence Day?'
'Huh? No, man...coup d’état.' He smirked at me. 'What, you trying to predict me now?'
'Doesn't matter. We still have to write about Wan Chai.'
'Why?'
'Because...'
'We don't, man, we're our own minds...'
'No.'
'Yes, brother.'
'Jay.'
'No.'
'Jay...'
He folded his arms.
'You wanna get paid, don't you?'

He stood up, arms still folded.
'Fine. Copy and paste, man. Copy and fucking paste.'
Despite Jay's objections, I always wrote what they asked for. I did it because I needed the money for the
other thing, my magazine. Gupter Puncher. And Jay didn't seem to mind too much, as long as he got spending
money.
And besides, most of the time he wasn't singing ideas, he was at the gym. Yup, building himself up, benching
ninety, arm wrestling the staff, then coming back and telling me he was big enough not to take any shit from
anyone anymore.

When the new issue of my magazine was done and 3,000 copies were delivered to the apartment, Jay told me
what we had to do with it.
'You can't keep this one local, Ols. This one's gotta go out into the big, wide world and get some attention.'
'Ok, but where?'
'You feeling adventurous?'
'Where?'
'You got your passport, brother?'
'Jay.'
'Relax, man. I'm telling you. The Believer. Eggers' mag.'
'Eggers...'
'David Eggers. Big time writer, ideas of a schmuck.'
'I know him, but...do you know the address?'
'I do. And there's more, the really wacko one...'
'I knew this was-...'
'...we're gonna take this little beauty to the Venice film festival.'
'Huh?'
'We're gonna get on a plane with two hundred or so of these mags and we're gonna hit Venice and give them to
every famous fucking mug we see.'
'What?'
'You heard me, Olswang. And that voice you're hearing is a piece of shit. The one telling you I'm wacko, and you
can't go to a film festival, you'll get arrested and Streep and Marky Ruffalo will laugh at you and what's gonna
be the endgame out of it all anyway? Well, let me tell you, Bobby Zeech. The endgame is promotion and your
face in the glad rags. Picture that whole shebang and tell me I'm wacko.'
I told him he was wacko and who the hell was Bobby Zeech?

'Bobby Zeech...Bobby Zeeko...Zico...give it to Zico, brother.'
'Zico?'
'And it doesn't change the plan, Ols. We gots to get to Venice and hit that shit up.'
'Jay...'
He stretched out his arms.
'Fine bitches there. And in San Fran too.'
'San Fran? You mean-...'
'Second leg of the tour, man. We hit the film festa, schmooze with Streep and Jimmy McAvoy then go see old
man Eggers about a film deal.'
'But-...Eggers doesn't do film, he's-...'
'Yeah, yeah, he's lit, I know. So, we go and get a lit deal, or get him to look at your mag. It's a no brainer, Ols.
He sees it, he gives us a deal. Then you put some stuff in his mag, or...whatever, get him to publish one of your
books. Get him to spread the gospel, man, get the word out there and around, and then Bobby Zico's your
uncle.'
He pulled his arms back in and stood up, ready to leave?
'Jay, wait...I thought we were gonna mail the mags to him?'
'Mail's for wimps, man.'
'But...'
'Face to face to face is the way. Three faces, three amigos.'
I stood up and walked over to him, instinctively blocking the front door.
'And the travel mag?'
'Huh?'
'The thing that pays us...'
'We fuck them in the ass, man. We fly off and leave them in the fucking dirt where they belong.'
'Right. In the dirt. Great idea.'

I thought he'd give up on the idea after a couple of hours, but he didn't, he was serious. Yahoo serious, he
said. And it only took another two days of heckling to turn me round and say, okay, let's leave them in the
fucking dirt.
'Damn right, brother.'
'We'll see.'

'This is the way.'
'To obscurity...'
'Fuck you, Ols. This is the fucking road, trust me.'
Jay wanted to leave straight away, but we didn't. We waited a month.
In that month, Jay continued going to the gym and building up his body and arm wrestling with the staff, and I
delivered my mags around Hong Kong. It wasn't really getting any results, but it was the best I could think of
so I continued doing it. Jay, when he wasn't bettering himself, told me it was something, but it wasn't much.
When the month was almost done, Jay stopped going to the gym. He said he was getting bored of the routine,
and it didn't matter that he'd tried different combinations of weights and different ways of doing the
workout, because he always spent most of the time on the bench anyway, and he was tired of putting the same
weights on the end of the bar and tired of laying down on the bench and hearing the staff tell him how strong
he was. He knew he wasn't strong, he said, and he knew he'd hit a limit.
'I don't care, man, I'm done. I'm bored of it. I'm so fucking bored of it,' he said from the couch.
'Just pace yourself then. Go once a week instead of three.'
'Nah, it's over. Game over. The deed is done, and there's no...whatever...' his voice trailed off. 'I'm gonna take
a bath.'
He spent a lot of the next week in the bath.
I didn't know what he was doing in there or what he was thinking, but when he came out he was pretty much
the same as he always was. Full of ideas and energy, only not quite as much as before. But the loss was small. It
wasn't anything to be worried about, until...
'I'm not going, man,' he said from his bed.
It was four thirty in the afternoon and he hadn't been out of bed for two days. I had brought food in for him,
and opened his curtains, and he hadn't said a thing.
'To Venice?'
He shook his head.
'But we've got the tickets.'
He turned on his side.
'Cancel.'
'Jay, this was your idea.'
'Thanks, brother.'
'Jay?'
The flight was in two days and I waited a day before picking up the phone to cancel the tickets. I was going to
cancel mine too, as I didn't think I had the confidence to go alone. And I didn't, I knew I didn't. Without Jay,
I wouldn't do a thing. Probably hide in one of the canals or watch from the sewers.

But as I talked to the flight people on the phone, Jay appeared, a smile on his face. He asked me what I was
doing, and I told him.
'Put that phone down, Olswang, we got a fucking festa to fiddle.'
'What?'
'I'm back in the zone...climbing the cliff-face, seeing the sky, all that shit.'
'You're coming?'
'What?'
I pointed to the bedroom. 'Five minutes ago you were-..'
'The bed thing? Fuck that, I was always coming, man. I was just in the shit for a few days. You know me. But
head down and I'm through it.' He gestured at the phone. 'Put it down, man. Hang up.'
I hung up, a little anxious, a little relieved. We were going. Shit, we were really going.

[Intermission]

Note: It may be a bad idea to start another story before another is finished, but I'm worried that the first
story might be boring you so this serves as a break. If you were interested in the other story, skip ahead. If
you were bored, try this. Thanks.

Completely Free Space

The
Many
Cabinets
Of

Tom Cruise

Tom Cruise
Tom Cruise
Tom
Cruise
Tom
Cruise
Tom stood in front of the wall, saying his name.
Tom
Cruise
He would’ve stood in front of the mirror, but he couldn’t, someone might walk in. Someone might walk in and tell
someone…
Cruise…
Tom…Cruise…
So he was in front of the wall.

If he squinted hard enough he could picture a reflection…not completely him, but him enough.
Tom Crui-…
Fuck.

Katie sat on the couch watching Colin Farrell get on a bus in Tigerland. She wasn’t really sure, but she thought he
was protesting about something.
What?
She picked up the DVD cover, looked at screenshots, but couldn’t figure anything out.
He didn’t want to fight?
She put down the cover and thought about going out.

‘I wanna go out,’ she told the couch.
The front door wasn’t far away, and the bars weren’t that far from the front door, but…

‘Damnit, I wanna go out,’ she told Tigerland Colin, already leaving on the bus.
The front door opened and Tom walked in.
Tom Cruise.

The first time…

Shit, I’m here with Tom Cruise.

The fourth time…

Shit, I’m in bed with Tom Cruise…

The three-hundred and twenty-first time…

Shit, Tom Cruise...

‘I wanna go out,’ she told Tom.
Tom chose a smirk, the one that covered pretty much all his films, and held her hand.

‘Honey, where do you wanna go?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Nowhere in mind?’
‘Not really, no.’
‘So, you’re sure you wanna go out?’
‘Yeah…’
‘But you don’t know where?’
‘No…’
‘No plan at all?’
‘No, just out.’
He kissed her on the neck then pushed her back so she could look at his face.

Nicole sat on the couch watching one of the old Bette Davis films, thinking of putting on a dress and some heels and
going out somewhere.
The front door opened and Tom was there.

‘Tom…’
He sat down, took her hand and watched Bette Davis arguing with her lover.

‘I’m gonna go out…’
‘Honey?’
‘I’m gonna go out somewhere…just for a while.’
‘But…’
‘Just for a while...’
Nicole left his hand, stood up, and put her jacket and heels on.
Tom watched her grow and grow until she was too big for him to stand next to. He’d already taken his shoes off, he
couldn’t…

‘Just for a while, darling…’

And then she was gone.
Tom pulled his knees up to his chest and rocked back and forth, biting his nails, watching Bette Davis argue with her
husband.

‘Do what he says for once,’ he mumbled to Davis. ‘Just do what he fucking says…’

[Redacted]

Tom sat with his agent, in the agent’s car.
They were halfway between Hollywood and San Diego.
On the backseat were a bunch of magazines, covering the last six months.
This was what they said:

Tom loses it on couch.

Tom loses it on couch.

Tom loses it on couch.

Tom threatens to kill cameraman.

Tom fucks Midler.
Tom fucks brother.
Tom loses it on couch.

The agent threw the last one backwards and told Tom things weren’t looking great.

‘Things haven’t looked great before, man,’ Tom said.
‘Yeah, but this ain’t that time.’
‘Yeah?’
‘Yeah. This is a different time.’
‘It is?’
‘Tom…’
The agent put his hand on Tom’s leg.

‘…I’m no soothsayer, but it looks like we could be going solo.’
‘Man…’
Tom tried to process the word ‘solo’.
The agent told him he had a nagging feeling Paramount were gonna cut him loose.
Solo…solo…solo…

Tom walked down a corridor at Paramount, looking for an office he knew he’d been in before…way back in the
day…before Maverick, before Rainman…before he was anyone.
Only the corridor didn’t look like any corridor he’d ever seen.
He kept walking, trying a door here, a door there…
Nothing.

‘Where are these fuckers,’ he whispered, half-losing the smirk.
The fuckers were nowhere.
He hadn’t seen anyone since the heifer in reception…
He kept walking, trying every door.

…a heifer in reception? When did they start doing that?
He turned down another corridor and another and another one after that, trying each door he saw, but each door was
shut, and worse, had no nameplate or number or anything he could measure his progress off or figure out…shit,
figure out anything of anything…so he kept on walking…walking down more corridors and trying more nameless
doors and finding them locked and then walking some more and some more until the corridors lost the carpet on the
floor and the wallpaper on the walls and turned into boiler room corridors, like he was somewhere on fucking Elm
Street…but he wasn’t, he knew he wasn’t, and he kept on going forward instead of turning back because he knew
the office he wanted was somewhere in this direction, and there was no way they could’ve moved it that far without
telling him, and even if they had, there was still the heifer in reception who’d told him to come this way, and if she

was wrong…if she’d led him down to the fucking boiler room then….then what the fuck did she think was gonna
happen when he found his way back?
He reached a corridor longer than the others…dirtier than the others…darker than the others…like an abattoir and…

‘Baaaaaaaaaaa.’
…Jesus, there was a sheep, a sheep running ahead of him as if it were looking for the same office and…and what
the fuck was this shit?
‘Baaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.’
He stopped and let the sheep get some distance ahead of him.
Goddamnit, he thought, without a particular target.
When the sheep was out of sight he started walking again.
The corridor was dark but he could see a light, some kind of light a few hundred yards down…
He reached the light. It was caged and green and placed above a door with no name.
Tom reached for the handle and it opened.
Inside was a desk.
Beside the desk was Gene Hackman.
On Gene Hackman was the suit he wore in A Class Action.
Tom asked him what was going on.
Hackman shook his head and held up a piece of paper:

‘I’m sorry, I’m retired.’
Shit, Tom thought.

‘Well, what am I doing here?’
Hackman pointed at the desk, where there was another piece of paper.
Tom picked it up:

[Redacted]

Tom sat in the kitchen of his house, in the darkness, wondering whether or not he should start drinking.
The act of drinking would be interesting, he thought. Put the shades on, grow the beard out, load the trolley full of
booze…
But he couldn’t…

He didn’t know why exactly, but he just couldn’t.

In bed, Katie flicked through a magazine Tom had brought back, and read about how she was a prisoner in her own
home.
Tom watched her read from the corner of his eye.
In his head, he had his defence:
We’re married, we’ve got a kid.
Hollywood’s a hellhole.
I’m providing for our family.
You can’t act.
The fourth point was a last resort, but still absolutely fucking true, he thought.
Katie put the magazine down and said nothing.

[Redacted]

Note: The rest of this story has been removed, but can be seen in full on the website [which Cruise doesn’t
know about]. Sorry, it was beyond my control. Back to the other one, I guess...

“I would never say anything so crazy
as there is nothing behind the face
[lie] I’m hiding behind. That’s crazy.”
Tom Cruise, on the set of Mission Impossible 2

“He was my friend as much as
anyone could be my friend.”
Neal Cassady on the other guy, 1957

On the plane to Venice [via Moscow] we got separated somehow. I didn't think I had booked us into different
seats, but that's what we were given. Jay was put next to a Russian girl, I was elbow to elbow with a geriatric
Japanese.
I guess it wasn't so bad. I could talk a little in Japanese to the guy, and from what I could tell he had had
some kind of life, but he wasn't Russian, and he wasn't a woman. And he didn't seem to give much of a shit
when I told him about the Venice film Festival. But fuck it, he wasn't overbearing.

A few hours in and Jay was in my ear, telling me about the Russian. I had heard most of their conversation
anyway as they were in the seats behind, but I let him repeat.
'She's a fucking panther, man. A Panthro...thundercat...she's telling me all this dirty shit about Russia and what
it's like over there.'
'Yeah?'
'And it's wacko, that's what she's saying. Makes it sound like a metropolis of wandering muff.'
I coughed into my hand.
'Seriously, no shit, brother. Her very own words. Well, almost. But the gist of it, the synopsis: Jay-friendly
bitches, every bar you go, and they're all walking around looking for a fuck.'
Another cough.
'That's great.'
I checked faces. The Japanese guy was looking at his little TV screen like a robot. The others were asleep.
'And I think she's gonna fuck me, Ols. I shit you not. All I have to do is plug her full of this airline vodka shit.'
An empty plastic cup appeared next to my head. 'Then when we land, grab her hand, get her in the toilets.'
'Man...'
'I know. I've never done this shit before, man. Never fucked anyone in a toilet. And it's weird, the way of it
all...I mean, this shit should not be happening. It's like one of those films by what’s-his-face, Twelve Monkeys
guy...'

'Terry Gilliam.'
'The one from Monty Python...yeah, Gilliam. It's Gilliam-esque, brother...Brother's Grimm...only with fucking
instead of magic...'
'Right.'
The Russian woman came back from the toilet and sat down. Jay winked at me and went back to her.
'Your friend?'
'Huh?'
It was the Japanese guy.
'Yes, friend,' I said.
He smiled, looked back at Jay and the Russian then came back to me and smiled harder. Then he plugged back
into his TV and didn't say another word the whole flight.

At the stop off in Moscow, the pilot told us we had forty-five minutes to get to the connecting flight. I pulled
Jay away from his woman and said we should hurry, but he shrugged me off.
'Once in a lifetime, brother...'
'Jay...'
'Hold the flight. Five minutes.'
'No...'
'Five minutes, man. Say I'm someone famous...'
'I won't...'
The woman was walking away, towards the toilets.
'Brother...'
And then Jay was off after her, following her into the ladies.
I walked onwards to the next gate, wondering why I never got put next to any Russians, and even if I did,
would I have the balls to fuck them in the airport toilets?
At the next gate, I sat and waited and flicked through one of the Gupter mags, and on each page all I saw was
Jay fucking a Russian woman. Him sitting on the toilet, her pushing against the door. Him telling her what to do
with the magazines...
They called all the passengers for the flight, and I got ready to tell the stewardess lady that Luis Guzman was
still in the toilets and could they hold back a few minutes, but then there was no need as Jay appeared behind
me.
'It's done?'

'No interviews, brother.'
'Huh?'
'I'm Thomas Pynchon.'
'Pynchon...?'
'No fucking comment.'

On the plane we were put together, and Jay was silent for most of the flight. I figured things didn't go to plan
in the toilets, but the only thing I could think of was he couldn't get hard, so I didn't say anything.
'I will tell you one day.'
Jay was looking at his TV screen, but talking at me.
'Okay, man. No rush.'
'Just so you know, Ols. I don't hold out on anyone. I am a truth-teller. And I will say it...'
'I know.'
'...just not now.'
And then the pilot came on and told us we'd soon be landing.

In Venice we went quickly from the airport to the train and pretty soon we were at the station with one of
those canals right there in front of us.
Jay, back to his old ways, took the lead and asked where the film festival was, telling the boat man he was
Satyajit Ray and I was Wacky Phoenix. It seemed to work, or the boat man didn't care who we were anyway,
and told us where the main cinemas were. He said there was a list of all the films at the next stop, but also
said it was a waste of the city to come here and spend all your time in a dark room.
'That's why we're taking the boat, brother,' Jay said back.
The boat man shrugged and muttered 'one stop.'
'See, we could fly our helicopter in through reception, right into Fellini's fat face. But no, we're boat people.
On the sweet boat to freedom town.'
'What?' The boatman said.
Jay said nothing and stared down onto the surface of the canal, some kind of impervious mania still in his eyes.

[INSERT: Who is Satyajit Ray?

Trivia: He was six-five. Very tall.

He had a mutual respect for Kurosawa.

A French critic traveled to Calcutta to present him with an award. This had never been done before; usually the
winner had to go to France.
He did a Calcutta trilogy of films.
The last two weren't filmed back to back [as far as I know].

REVIEW: COMPANY LIMITED
Dir. Satyajit Ray

This one, it's damn fucking good. Download it.
Analysis-wise, check out the way the scenes are composed. The interiors are all fixed, no moving camera, and
the characters are limited in where they can go without disappearing off-screen. It's like Ray's put them in a box.
Apart from that, I don't know. I think it's about the modernisation of India. But that's such a broad thing that it
might well not be.

END INSERT]
The boat stopped and we got off and found the first cinema, and the boat man was right, there was a list of all
the films playing at the festival and there was one starting in a half an hour, a premiere of the new Casey
Affleck film.
'I think it's time for a switch, Ols. Drop Wacky Phoenix and give them your Affleck face.'
'I don't know if I look like either of them...'
'Sure you do. Casey's got youth in his face, just like you. You're a bit younger, maybe, but it's not fatal. You'll
pull it off, brother.'
'And you're still Satyeet Ray?'
'The real deal, man. I've seen his stuff, I know how he walks and talks...and these clowns won't know him
anyway. It's a safe spin.'
We walked to the cinema doors and into the reception. There was a queue of regular people to one side, and
some celebs further along. Standing with a drink in his hand, and a cowboy hat on his head was Casey Affleck.
I pulled at Jay's sleeve.
'It's Affleck...'

'But no Satyajit Ray. Relax. Let's go over...'
'Go over there?'
'Into the nest of the wilderbeast, Lion-o.'
He started walking, I pulled him back.
'Jay, that's Casey Affleck.'
'It surely is...'
'Yeah, so, who the fuck am I?'
'I don't know, brother. Wacky Phoenix?'
'Jesus Krist, man, they’re-…they're like best friends.'
'Who?'
I pulled him closer.
'Look, let's just tag onto the end of the other queue.'
'Fuck that, Ols. I'm no prole, I'm Satyajit Ray.' He pulled my hand off his sleeve and put his own on mine,
pulling me forward. 'And you're Don Cheadle, brother.'
He dragged me forward and we got pretty close to Affleck and the others I could now see...Laura Linney, Sam
Rockwell, Tim Burton and...Jesus, Wacky Phoenix, he was there...shit, and we were almost right next to him
when a huge man with an earpiece came out of nowhere, the wall or the floor, I couldn't figure it out, and
asked us what we were doing. Not who we were, but what we were doing.
'Excuse me, I've got a film here,' Jay said, trying to push past him.
'Name, please, sir.'
'Satyajit Ray, brother. You probably don't know him...me...'
'Do you mean Satyajit Ray the Indian film director?'
'Yeah, well, I ain't white.'
'Yes, but sir, I think you'll find that you're actually dead.'
'Nani?'
'Mr. Satyajit Ray is dead.'
'What's that?'
The security guy straightened up. His chest was huge, like two heads in a jacket.
'Satyajit Ray is dead. He's been dead for years.'
Jay paused a second, but only a second.

'World cinema, brother, it's a trickster. You've got Ray Sr. in your head, I'm talking about Ray Jr.'
'Satyajit Ray Jr.?'
'In my mind, a better film maker. But every Ray's got an asshole...'
'Excuse me?'
'…opinion. Every Ray's got an opinion. Keep up, brother, and show me the rest of this fine room.'
The security guy spoke into his earpiece then came back to Jay.
'This way, sir.'
'What are you doing?'
'Taking you to the exit...'
'Brother...'
'...and phoning the police.'
He pushed a muted Jay towards the exit, saying something into his ear and patting his head like a dog before
leaving him and coming back for me.
'And you are?'
I tried to think of a name.
'Fritz Lang?' The guy said. 'Sergei Eisenstein? John Ford?'
Fuck, he was good. I looked around the foyer and saw Jay out in the square, walking away fast, running nearly.
Shit, was that it then? I'm Satyeet Ray, let me in?
'I think Satyajit Ray Jr is waiting for you,' the guy said.
Fucking Hell, Jay.
'No, him? He's not my friend. I just met him.' I pointed outside. 'He came up to me outside, I don't know him,
really.'
'Really?'
'Yeah, really. See, I'm...' I looked around and saw a poster for a film and a guy that looked kinda like me, but I
couldn't remember his name. I knew that face, but not-...
'Hang on.'
I walked closer to the poster and read the name off the credits. Ah, it was him. I knew him. I quickly checked
the room then went back to the security guy.
'Justin Long.'
The guy looked at me, looked at the poster, looked at the big rucksack on my back [with all the Gupter mags
inside], and shook his head.

'Sir, did you just read the name from the poster?'
'No.'
'Sir.'
'I didn't, I promise.'
He spoke into his earpiece and then asked to see what was in the rucksack.
'Signed posters.'
'Of you?'
'Yes.'
We both looked across the room, at Affleck, Streep, Rockwell, and...shit, Woody Allen was there too. Woody
Allen. Fuck, he was small.
'You're going to give signed posters of yourself to...' He gestured at little Woody. '...them?'
'Yeah...I mean, if they're fans.'
'Open the bag, Sir.'
'You're a fan?'
'The bag.'
I put it down and opened it up and he saw the two hundred Gupter mags hiding inside. He took one out and
flicked through it, read a few lines and...was that a smile on his lips? He put the mag back in the bag.
'The exit's over there.'
I thought about saying my agent wouldn't be happy about this, and the manager wouldn't be happy, but I knew
I was no longer Justin Long. I probably never was.

[INSERT: The difficult career of Casey Affleck

So far:

Casey knew he could act.

Casey felt disgusted at the films being made. He despised Hollywood and Willis and Hanks and
Cruise and Roberts and Washington and Smith and Gibson.
Casey wondered what path to take. He wondered if it even mattered. Who was watching
anyway?

Casey worked with his brother in 'Good Will Hunting.' He played a schm uck, whacked off into a
baseball glove, got little attenti on.

Casey had to rem ain strong and watch his brother Ben get better roles and more money. There
were moments when he wanted to follow, but he didn't.

Casey experimented with Gus Van Sant and Matt Damon. They did silly things out in the desert.
No one cared.

Casey watched the experiment and thought, maybe, when I'm a little higher, this will get
revised. Maybe it'll turn out to be somethi ng good.
Casey became one of George Clooney's eleven. He watched through all three films as Clooney
tried to keep everything about himself under control.

Casey wondered if George had the right idea. He thought about abandoning his principles and
trying that same route. But he di dn't.

Casey played the coward Robert Ford, and got awards. For a little while he thought it might
imbalance everything he'd done up to that point, but after a few months it all settled down and
he was unknown again.
Casey was both relieved and depressed about thi s.
Casey looked for the next big film. His agent talked in his ear and tol d hi m it was time to st ep
up.

Casey was offered a part in a big film. A part that could make his name.
Casey couldn't sleep for weeks as he thought about w hat to do. If he said yes, it would make
him. If he said no, what else did he have?

Casey went to a bar with Joaqui n Phoenix. The other spoke into his ear, 'when you think about
it, man, who's ever walked aw ay from Hollywood? Huh?'

Casey had a moment of madness. He refused the offer.
Casey felt more elated than he'd ever felt in his l ife. He felt superior to everyone and
everything. He knew it, he w as better than Damon, better than Clooney, better than his brother.
At least he'd never sold out.

Casey picked up a camera and followed Joaquin Phoenix to rap clubs. The rest of the time he
sat at home watching 'Iron Chef.'
Casey didn't care about anything anymore. If directors wanted him, they'd find him.
Casey got sent a script. 'The killer inside me.'
Casey knew this was the one. The director was a nobody, the role was horrific. A man troubled,
killing prostitutes. His agent said, well, it could be your 'American Psycho.'

Casey thought of Bale and shuddered. He couldn't go that route, he just couldn't.
Casey did the film anyway.

END INSERT]

Outside, I looked for Jay, but he wasn't there.
I watched the regulars pile in for the screening of the Affleck film, and I went over and looked at the poster
for a while and read the description of the plot and tried to figure out how someone like Affleck got his break
in the first place, and how was it that someone like him was making films out of Jim Thompson novels.
I walked over to the edge of the nearest canal and continued to watch from a distance.
I guess Affleck wasn't that bad. He had some skills, but still, why him? Was it the brother connection...or
Matt Damon? They were mates, but what were the chances that all three of them had talent? It seemed
impossible, for it to exist like that in a group of friends who knew each other from high school.
After all the people had gone inside the cinema, I searched again for Jay. He couldn't have gone that far.
But he had. An hour later, I still hadn't found him.
I put the bag down, and thought whether or not I should try and give out some mags and for a while I talked
myself out of it, but then I thought, man, you're in Venice, don't listen to that voice floating in, listen to the
other thing, get the mags out, start throwing them in faces.
And I did.
Anyone who was near that cinema got a magazine.
I even went back inside and tried to find the security guy so I could explain myself, but he was gone.
I went into the bathroom, a little annoyed, and washed my face then went back out into the foyer and gave a
mag to the cleaning lady.
Then I grabbed a list of all the other cinemas in the festival and headed off to each one, and at each one I
tried to convince security I was Justin Long, but each time the security guy was the same guy as before,
literally the same man. I didn't know how he was doing it, but there he was, telling me I wasn't Justin Long,
asking to see inside my bag, and having no memory retention whatsoever. Was he a clone? What the fuck?
And where the hell was Jay?
After all the mags were gone, and it was dark, I went to the edge of one of the canals and sat with my legs
hanging down into the water.

I wondered if Jay had left. Like, fully left, taken the plane, gone.
But he hadn't.
As I looked at the water's surface, Jay's hair appeared. Then his face. Then his shoulders.

[INSERT: Comic book frames of Jay emerging from the canal. Drawn by Sarah?]

'Jay...'
I thought he was dead until his eyes opened.
'Brother...'
I pulled him out of the water and asked him what he was doing in there.
'I needed time, man. Time and time.'
'But...how long have you-...'
'No questions.'
'But...'
He held up a finger and put it to his lips then to the side of his head, like a gun.

“Every man has inside himself a
parasitic being who is acting not at all
to his advantage.”

Jay stayed in the hotel room for another week.
I walked around and tried to get into more screenings. I never did, the security guy was always there, but I
got rid of more mags, which was...I guess it was something.
Every night I came back Jay would pretend to be asleep for the first hour or two then he'd open his eyes and
ask me if I ever felt like this.

'Like what? Depressed?'
'Yeah. No. It's not-...I don't know.'
And then he'd close his eyes again and mutter that things might be different in the morning but he couldn't
promise anything, and he resented me for making him feel like he had to promise anything.
The sixth night he asked me why I was sticking around.
'What do you mean?'
'You're always here. It's depressing me.'
'It's our room, man.'
'You're a coward. Go out and do something.'
'I did. During the-...'
'Stop sitting on that fucking bed and...fuck, you're making me worse, man. You're sucking the fucking life out
of me. Go. Get out of my fucking face.'
I got up and went and walked around the streets until three in the morning and then came back. He was still
awake.
'Hey man,' I said.
He muttered something back at me then turned over and put the blanket over his head.

The next day he was up before me.
'Get up, Olswang.'
'Huh?'
'There be a world to conquer, brother. And you gotta be clothed to do it. Get up.'
'You're okay?'
'T-shirt, man, come on.'
The t-shirt landed on my head and half an hour later we were on the train.
'We're going to San Francisco, right?'
'San Fran, Bubba Gump. Where the roads are made of gold.'

It took a long time for us to reach San Francisco.
We got to the airport near Venice and flew down to Rome and as we were at the check-in desk, Jay changed
his mind and said we should stay in Rome for a few days.

'See the sights, brother.'
'And San Fran?'
'It's not going anywhere.'
'No, but-...'
'It's rooted in, man. It's got roots in the ground going all the way down to the core. And the mag ain't gonna
be any less topical if we get there tomorrow, or if we get there next week, right?'
‘Well, there's some film reviews that might become dated, but-...’
'That's small fry, brother. Film ain't nothing but supplements. Trust me. Rome sweet Rome, let's cruise the
fucking streets. Live a little.'
'I guess...'
'Then we get to Eggers and we've got some dirty shit to tell him. He'll love it, he's a fucking sleaze. And it'll
sell you over the edge, Ols. It'll clinch the whole fucking shebang.'
So we stayed in Rome for a few days.
We hit some bars, we drank, we walked around streets that Jay swore no other tourists had walked, and I
thought we had a good time. But then, I was never sure if Jay was having a good time or not. A lot of the time,
in the bars when it was just the two of us and there was no one else around to entertain, he was silent. It was
only when we were on the verge of something that he would puff himself up.
And after a few days in Rome we went back to the airport where Jay saw a map of Italy behind the counter
and puffed himself up. Apparently, there was a whole country we hadn't seen an inch of, and San Fran still
wasn't going anywhere.
So, we got on the train and we went South, to Napoli, to Brindisi, to Bari, each town being a treasure as we
arrived, and then a burden a day or two later.
And Jay wasn't finished yet.
He couldn't rest until he'd conquered the rest of Italy, and the North was where the real culture was. Places
like Florence, Padua, Verona, Milan, and all the others we read off the map.
As we got more tickets for more places and sat down on the train for the ride up to Bologna, I turned to Jay
and asked him if we were still going to San Fran.
'Roots, man,' he said, then closed his eyes.

[Intermission]

AT THE VENICE FILM FESTIVAL
With

Tomomi Leung

Dudes, I’ve done Hong Kong, I’ve done Super Cannes, now it’s Venice.
And the good news is, the sleaze has retreated. Yeah, I guess I did say that the Hong Kong festa was off the
radar and the name players could get away with some wandering hands shit, but, dude, it was still a festa and
it was still a huge fucking surprise to see Jared Leto and Gaspar Noe showing it absolutely zero respect. I
mean, I know what goes on behind the scenes at these things…a lot of the time I’m in the middle of it…but
when it comes out front like it did in Hong Kong it’s no good…like, really no good.
Fuck, re-reading that last part, I can’t believe how low my vocab is slipping here…I’m so sorry, dudes, really…and
you gotta know that it’s even more galling for me as, y’know, recently I’ve turned a huge corner in my life…or not
my life, but my way of thinking…fuck it, I know there’s a word for it but it won’t come…what I mean is, I’ve
become arty Tomomi again. Or I met Vince Gallo [again] and he’s guided me back to the glory that I used to be…or
that’s what he said anyway. And no, I’m not fucking him, it’s bigger than that. See, like I said in the Hong Kong
report, he knows me from way back, and he knew me when I wasn’t compromised…when I wasn’t letting fuckers
like Brett Ratner order my top off, or F Gary Gray put his-…y’know what? Fuck it, I really don’t need to be
rehashing all that again, because, dudes, I’ve changed. Or I’ve changed back.
So, now that arty Tomomi is back, maybe the writing will start to get a little better…I don’t know, this one’s already
a bit sloppy, I guess, but it’s a slow-burn thing, isn’t it? I mean, I can’t just flick a switch and phase out all the
‘dudes’ and ‘y’knows’ in one go…it’s gonna take time and focus and effort, and honestly, I don’t know if I should
even bother…it’s not like anyone’s reading everything I write…though I did show Vince a few of my reports and,
y’know, he said he liked them…so maybe my style isn’t so bad anyway…
Okay the festa…I’ve been here for a week so far, and I think most of the films have played already…I’m not sure, I
haven’t actually seen many of them as Vince is here with me, and there’s all these people he wants me to “connect
with”…y’know, people like Miranda July and Hal Hartley and Posey Parker…which is kinda weird as I thought all
those guys had disappeared a few years ago, but no, they were all there…I guess they just don’t get reported on
much anymore…I mean, who knew Posey Parker even when she was making films?
I know, I should talk about the few films I have seen, but I’m gonna just run on a little longer with the Vince
stuff...I’m sorry, I know my duty here, but, dude, some of this stuff needs to be heard…or read…and the first thing
you gotta know is that Miranda July is coming back. Seriously, if you’re a fan of that other film she did with the guy
looking at the shoes all the time, then start dancing because she told me she’s doing something called ‘The
Future’…I know, it sounds like sci-fi, but it isn’t…apparently, it’s conceptual and it’s opaque. Now, it’s been a long
time since I dealt in words like that, but now that I’m back, I’ve been using the dictionary a lot and I can tell you that

opaque means ‘unclear’ or ‘an object or surface that is difficult to see through’…so it looks like this film of hers will
either be blurred or the story will be fucking impossible to understand. I don’t know, I guess I should be honest and
say, yeah, I asked her about it, but the thing is…I didn’t understand what she was saying. And it wasn’t just the
words either, it was everything, the way she moved her hands, the speed she talked, the groups of words and the
context she used…if I didn’t know this bitch better, I’d say she was trying to confuse me on purpose…and now I’m
thinking, wait a minute, I don’t know this bitch better, she was trying to confuse me, and who the fuck wants to see
her film anyway? Dude, I’m actually quite angry now…like, this very second, as I type…Miranda July was looking
down on me, wasn’t she? She was stepping on me…fucking God, I don’t know…I can’t do anything about it now,
she’s already gone, but I guess I can tell Vince…
But, y’know, the thing about Vince is, he’s not always with you, even when he’s right next to you. Does that make
sense? I guess not. I mean, he’ll be talking to you and stroking your shoulder and shit like that, but his eyes will be
somewhere else…and not just on the other women either. On the men. Seriously, every other guy in the room gets
the Vince stare at some point, and I did ask him about it the other night, and he said to me, ‘Tomi, don’t notice
things like that, who told you to notice that shit?’ And yeah, that’s not bad writing on my part, he really did say
‘notice’ twice just like that, so I didn’t say anything else to him, but later that night when we were at some other
party he turned to me and said, ‘honey, I don’t need to be telling you this, but…they’re trying to kill me, honey.
They’re bitter, and they’re after my balls…my career, my art, my balls.’ And I didn’t know what to say, so he kept
on saying, ‘my fucking balls’ until Posey Parker came over. Now, I know Vince pretty well from about five years
back and he was never like this before…so, dude, what’s happened in the last five years? Seriously, I don’t want to
speculate much as he’s my friend…I probably shouldn’t even be writing this, but I feel like I gotta tell someone,
even if it is just paper…but maybe Vince needs some real help?
Fuck it, I shouldn’t be writing it…it’s no one’s business but Vince’s…I’ll go back and edit it out later…
So, films in Venice, here we go…actually, I wanna make one quick point before I run through the list. Posey Parker
is a cunt. Seriously, I’m glad she disappeared from cinema because she’s fucking full of herself. And racist. Dude, I
know that’s a card I use a lot here, but it’s true…she called me a nip behind my back, and she said nips couldn’t
make art, they were all sheep. So, yeah, I just had to let you all know that…and if she’s ever on the verge of a
comeback can we all please ignore her and whatever shit she’s selling. Thanks. [Sorry Vince, I know she’s your
friend, but it’s true.]

HOWL
Dir. [Dude, I can’t remember…no one
famous]
This one has James Franco as mad, beat poet, Allen
Ginsberg, and I think it focuses on the shit he went
through with that poem he wrote. Like I said, I didn’t
see every film out there, but I did dip in and out of
this one…I know, I should be there from intro to end
credits, but Vince was tugging at me all the way
through, saying shit like, “this isn’t Ginsberg, honey,
not even a patch of him…not even a speck of him.”
Now I know Vince used to have some pretty high

opinions of what was shit and what wasn’t back in
the days I knew him, so I guess I’m not really sure
what to make of this one. I mean, it looked pretty
good, and there were some wacky animated bits with
wolves floating around in the sky and water and train
stations, but, y’know, I wasn’t there all the way
through so I didn’t get stuck into any kind of
narrative. But, yeah, it does look the part…actually, I
should admit it, I’m not a fan of Ginsberg or that
Howl thing…I know of it and I’ve had it read to me,
and I’ve tried to read it myself, but, dude, the man
Ginsberg just doesn’t do anything for me…I’m not
even sure what I have against him…maybe it’s his
quotes, and the language he used…like, it just
seemed so designed and clever, y’know, like he was
showing off that he could put words in that order.
But, dude, don’t quote me on it…Vince raves about
him and he’s deeper into all this art shit than I
am…yeah, I know I said I was back in the habit, but
I’m not there yet, and all the shit Vince is telling me
to see and read and look at doesn’t always seem like
my kind of beast…I don’t know, maybe I’ll never be
able to tell what real art is…maybe I never knew?
Fuck it, I’m kicking myself too far. I know what I
like, and, dude, I don’t like Ginsberg, and I don’t care
what the likes of Posey fucking Parker have to say
about it.

Quick note on the Howl screening…Franco didn’t
say a fucking word. Seriously, dude, the guy was
walked in by what I guess was his agent, said
nothing, then was walked right back out again at the
end. I don’t know what kind of promotion gimmick
that was…maybe they think he doesn’t know enough
about Ginsberg…I mean, Venice is a pretty art-head
crowd, and they don’t forgive Americans who come
in and don’t know their biographical shit, even if the
guy they’re playing is American himself…so maybe
Franco didn’t bring the knowledge…maybe he
couldn’t quote any Howl…who fucking knows?

THE FIGHTER
Dir. David O Russell
Dude, I’m telling you now, Mark Wahlberg is either
gonna get fried for this or…actually, not lauded,
more like lightly praised…I don’t think he’s done
enough to earn anything higher. And from the
reaction to this, I’d say I might actually know what
I’m talking about here. I mean, from what I saw, he
plays it kinda well enough…he’s got the mass, and
that kind of determined frown he does…y’know, I’m
not shitting you here, he does that in real life
too…seriously, every time I see him in a bar and he
comes up to me and stares at my tits, he does that
same fucking look…like, I don’t know, some woman
he fucked once told him that’s what reeled them in,
that ‘I’m thinking about science’ face, and he’s stuck
with it ever since…which is kinda weird as every
time I see it I figure the guy’s retarded, or, like,
trying to keep up with whoever he’s talking
to…y’know, I like the guy, he’s got a cutting sense of
humour, but he’s not exactly the smartest guy in the
room…but anyway, yeah, he’s bricked up in this, and
he’s got Chrissy Bale as his trainer, and they do the
whole Rocky journey, and it’s kinda average in that
way…but then, just when you think it’s going
nowhere, you remember there’s a wacko in the
room…Mr. O Russell, the guy in the director’s
chair…the guy who went batshit on his last film and
swung for Lily Tomlin…seriously, youtube it dude,
it’s pretty much all there…and in this one I kept
watching and thinking in each scene, ‘which one of
these guys did he swing for?’ because he always
swings for someone. I mean, you know he wouldn’t

swing for Wahlberg because…actually, I don’t really
know why but they have this kind of weird friendship
that never seems to get tired…which is a wacko
dynamic really as these two don’t have much in
common, and it’s kind of hard to see who’s
dominating who…I guess you’d say O Russell had
the remote, but then you think, ‘Wahlberg ain’t
bright, but he’s bright enough to pick up sarcasm, and
he’s bright enough to know when someone’s stepping
on him’…I don’t know, I guess that whole thing is
still, what’s the word…interpretative? Is that it? Fuck
it, you know what, dude? I shouldn’t be trying to hide
that shit anymore, I know it’s the right word…and
why do I do that anyway? There must be some base
psychology shit that explains it, some term they’ve
got for me…like, she tries to hide her intelligence by
writing like a fucking douche…some kind of
insecurity maybe? Fuck, I don’t know…I used to
know terms like this, and I used to be able to describe
myself without using three fucking lines to do it…I
mean, dude, seriously, is it this town, really? Is that
what it is?
Fuck, fuck, fuck. I guess I should just leave all that
shit out and get back to the film. Yeah, dude, The
Fighter…y’know, reading back on what I’ve just
written, I’d say I’ve been way too harsh…like, yeah,
it’s average in places like the plot and the themes, but
it does soar in other areas…I remember there was one
scene where Wahlberg was following Bale and
trying to get him back as his trainer, but Bale is a
junkie and just wants to go back to the tourniquet and
being a spaz…and Wahlberg chases him round the
streets in this one continuous shot and takes all this
shit off Bale every step of the way, but still keeps at
him in a gentle, passive kind of style that just wears
the guy down until both of them are standing there
looking like they’ve just beat the shit out of each
other. I don’t know, I guess that doesn’t really put it
on any kind of platform, but trust me, dude, this
scene is unlike anything you’ve seen in a long time,
and this is the magical shit O Russell’s capable
of…as well as swinging for Lily Tomlin, but, dude,
she is a bit of a bitch, so I heard, and she probably
had it coming. But then, he did take a shot at Clooney
too…

as explicit as this but you don’t see that rolling up at
Venice begging for worship…and the only way I can
figure this shit is better than my shit is because this
shit’s got a Spanish guy pointing the camera. Which
is kind of shit when you think it through, isn’t it? Oli,
why did you make me see this one again?

ROOM IN ROME
Dir. Julio Medem
Oli specifically told me to watch this one…he said he
was a big fan of the Spanish director or something,
even though everyone I talked to outside the
screening had never heard of him. Well, there was
one guy who knew him, and he said there was a film
about a squirrel I should check out and some other
one set in Mexico where a guy walks into some town
and says he’s an angel…I guess I did say in the HK
report that I didn’t see enough world cinema, and
there’s always Vince in the wings pushing me into
anything cheap and European…but, y’know, the
funny part was Vince didn’t even turn up to this one.
I mean, he circled it in the festa guide booklet thing,
but when it came time to see it, he turns to me and
says, ‘Julie Delpy’s just come into town and, honey, I
really, really gotta see her’. Actually, it was a little
more severe than that, but I’m not sure if I should
detail it…should I? Dude, I don’t know, I don’t want
Vince to read this and think I’m conspiring against
him or anything, but, I gotta tell you, he’s said some
pretty wacko stuff at this festa…but still, I should
keep my mouth zipped, I guess…
Fuck it, I’ll just say it…it’s not like it’s that big a
deal. I mean, it’s not like he said he was gonna kill
her or anything…he just said she was the only one he
knew who wasn’t out to get him and…dude, this is
pretty wacko…he said he needed to stick as close to
her as he could…inside her skin if he had to, because
she was like a shield. And those were the exact
words, I swear…
Dude, I probably shouldn’t have written that.
Okay, forget it, back to the film. Two women who
can’t really speak English but try anyway meet in
Rome and fuck in a hotel room. And then one of
them starts telling secrets and things kinda unravel in
a predictable way and…I guess there’s not that much
to say about it, really. I mean, the fucking is pretty
intense, but it goes on a bit long…seriously, we’re
talking thirty minutes of one fuck and it’s not like it’s
anything groundbreaking…I mean, I’ve done shit just

Okay, dudes, that’s pretty much all I can think of
right now. I know there were more I sat in on, but the
names have gone and, honestly, I’m a bit of a mess at
the moment. I mean, it’s not like I can’t think
straight, I can…it’s more like I can’t order my
thoughts properly and I’ve got all these new ideas
and words trying to fight their way back into my
brain and it’s way too much for me to handle all at
once…I don’t know, I guess that might be the same
as not being able to think straight…is it? Dude,
fucking semantics…and I’m pretty sure that’s the
right word because Vince uses it every second
sentence.
Oh wait…there was one more film. That new Wall
Street thing with Mickey Douglas and Shia
Lebeouf…but, y’know, I think I’m just too wrecked
to write anything about it…I know I probably
should…I mean, dude, this is what Oli pays me to do,
but just writing ‘Mickey Douglas’ and the other
guy’s name has drained me. I guess I could do one or
two words…Wall Street 2, a bit of a waste of time,
not arty and…fuck it, I don’t know…Mickey
Douglas looks like he’s waxed his face. Which is
weird as his Gekko character is supposed to have
been in prison…but, whatever, maybe they had a spa,
who knows?
That’s all I got, dudes. Seriously. I’m going now.
Fuck…Tree of Life. Directed by that guy who
everyone thinks is the Daddy arthead…Malick…yeah, he did another one, and it’s
okay. And Brad Pitt is a real cunt in it.
Bye.

'...and the bug was on me again,
and the bug's name was Dean
Moriarty, and I knew we were off on
another spurt on the road.'

Five months later, we arrived in the city with roots. San Fran.
'See, it's still here, brother. It's omnipresent...omnivorous...'
'Huh?'
'Let's see where that sleaze Eggers is.'
We got out of the airport and into a taxi and pretty soon we were crossing a bridge that wasn't the Golden
Gate and heading into what I guessed was the city centre.
'Now, if I know Eggers like I think, he'll be dossing around in that office of his, licking one of his books, the
sleazy fat fuck.'
'Licking it?'
'Licking, yeah. I was gonna say 'whacking off', but that's stale, man. Everyone's saying it. Gotta keep your
words on the move, Ginny Good.'
'Yeah, you're probably right...'
'The price is right, Ols. Now Eggers, he's gonna be a bit of a cunt when we go in there, so what we've gotta do
is blindside him, feint with the left, hit with the right...' He mimed a feint with his left hand and a jab with his
right. 'That way he won't get on top of us.'
'Well, we just have to get in first.'
'And the mag's the thing...that's the ace in your fucking hat, and when he sees it, how can he say no, man? He
can't. He'll be in the headlights, dazzled by your fucking word forms.'
'I hope...'
'Hope floats, brother. He'll see it, don't you worry.'

The taxi driver asked us again where we were going.
'849 Valencia Street, 'Jay said. 'Eggers' gaff.'
'Eggers? Dave Eggers?'
'That's the one.'
'Ha, that's interesting. Dave Eggers. You know, you're not the first to go there.'

'To Eggers' place?' I asked.
'Yeah, that guy, the writer, right? Yeah, there's been others. I ask them about him sometimes and they all say
he's some kind of king of the writing world or something. Voice of their generation, that kind of talk. But,
y'know, it's kinda hard for me to understand. See, I'm a little further back, fifty last year actually...so I don't
really know about any of this voice of the generation stuff. You ask me about writers and I think Hemingway,
Vonnegut, guys like that, but, y'know, they all seem to think he's good enough. Maybe he is. I don't know. Can't
say I've ever read any of his stuff. Don't even know the names of the books, so, y'know, can't even get
started...'
'He's not a king, man. He's the pretender to the crown, keeping it warm...warming the nest until the real thing
turns up.'
'Pretender, huh?'
'It's just he's there right now, and he's got the authority, so people say he's the king. But it's a ruse, man.
He's a guy to go to, if you want a bit of power, but he's not genuine.'
'Yeah, I think I get it...a fraud king, right?'
'The man who would be King, brother. Like a little puck chasing that fairy queen in the forest, trying to get
some higher ass. That's the truth of it.'
The taxi driver muttered 'fraud king' a few times then went back to driving.

“And all we have is the truth, and all we can do
is tell it and write it and sing it, and then hope to
fucking God we’re not left with Dave Eggers as
the voice of our generation.”

Pretty soon we were on Valencia Street, and then we were standing a few buildings down from no. 849. Eggers'
place.
'It's more like an office than I thought,' I told Jay, who was quieter than before.
'Just an office, brother.'
'There's some people coming out...'
A man and a woman exited the building and walked across the street, coming near to us but not paying any
attention.
I stood there with the big rucksack on my back, ten Gupter mags left inside, my hands starting to sweat.

'They looked kinda serious...'
Jay didn't reply.
'Are you okay, man?'
He was looking down the street, at other people walking out of other buildings.
'I think you should go in, brother.'
'Me? You mean alone?'
'It's the best way.'
'But...'
'You know the mag, I don't.'
'Yeah, but...'
'Trust me, man. Go.'
I looked across at 849 Valencia Street and imagined Eggers upstairs in his office, waiting for me, or waiting
for someone to come along and promote themselves, prostitute themselves in front of him. And he'd be
sneering. He'd be sneering at me as I spoke, as I prostituted myself.
'Man, I don't know if I can...'
'Don't think, just walk...'
'But...'
'Walk, Ols. Show some fucking balls.' He looked away as he said it. 'Or just duck in, drop the mags in
reception.'
'You think he'd still read them?'
'Maybe...'
'Man, why don't we both go?'
Jay looked away again. He took a while to respond.
'No, it doesn't make sense, brother. It's your baby. It's your parent's day.' He looked at me. 'Yeah, if it were
mine, I'd be in there, but it's not, it's yours. It's your thing.'
I looked up at one of the higher floors, trying to get my legs to move and my mind to stop Eggers sneering at
my imagined presentation. But it wasn't working. I was too anxious, and the thought of stopping the anxiety
was making me more anxious. Shit. Fuck. Was I gonna go in there like this?
'Do you think he's a decent guy?'
'Eggers? Yeah, he's like Guru Nanak. Full of love and kindness.'
I didn't know any Guru Nanak.

'What if he sneers at me? Do you think he'll sneer?'
'Ols, he won't sneer. He's a dude. Not a saint, but he's a dude for sure.'
'Yeah...okay...'
'So, you gonna go over?'
'Yeah. In a minute.' I breathed in and out. 'In a minute.'

“I don’t care if people hate my guts;
I assume most of them do. The
important question is whether
they’re in a position to do anything
about it.”

Forty-seven minutes later and I was taking the elevator up to the seventh floor where the door plaque told me
reception was.
The elevator was quite slow and as it crawled upwards I took the mags out of the rucksack and held them in my
hand. I had decided to just give them to the receptionist and make a run for it, my reasoning being that I was
too anxious to see Eggers face to face and if I was forced into it my voice would break and I'd have some kind
of breakdown. But if I just gave them to the receptionist then it wouldn't be so bad. She wasn't a writing king,
she wasn't even a writer. At least I didn't think she was. But maybe she was. Maybe all the staff was literary
in some way. It made sense. Surround yourself with like-minded souls. Shit. What if she was a writer? What if
she was good? What if she was really fucking good?
My hands started to get wet so I had no choice but to put the mags back in the rucksack. As I was tying it
back up the elevator stopped and the doors opened.
In front of me was a desk and behind the desk was a woman. The writing wunderkind. Shit.

I put the rucksack on my shoulders and walked to the desk, trying to switch to autopilot so none of this would
be so bad.
'Hi, can I help you?' she said.
Shit, ask for Eggers. Do it. Fucking do it.
'Yeah, I've got a magazine...'
'Yes...'

'It's a magazine that I've written and done myself. It's...' I took the rucksack back down and fumbled with
the string, not looking at the woman. 'Hang on, I'll just...'
'Is it your magazine?'
'Err...yeah. Mine. I did it.'
'And what would you like us to do with it?'
I pulled out one of the mags and put it face down on the desk then quickly turned it over so she could see the
cover. Whatever they thought of the content, I knew the cover was decent.
'I don't know...'
She picked it up and flicked through.
'Is it...does it have a price?'
'No, free. It's free.'
'I see.'
She flicked through some more and got to the end. She looked at me briefly, smiled then flicked back, going
way too fast to be reading any of it, that fucking bitch, that fucking fraud. What was she doing?
'So...you just want to leave a copy with us?'
Ask for Eggers. Sell yourself, Oli. For fucks sake, act. Do something.
'Ten copies, if that's okay?'
'Sure.'
I went back into the rucksack and pulled out the other nine.
'I don't know, hand them around the...the office or something. See if anyone likes it maybe?'
'Right.'
I put the mags on the desk and smiled at her.
'So...' I started, but couldn't think of any more.
'Ok, Sir. I'll hand them around for you. Thank you.'
'Thanks. Thanks a lot.'
I turned and picked up the rucksack and closed it up, thinking of more to say, thinking whether or not I should
say it or if I had done enough already, then I was walking back to the elevator and-...
'Dave Eggers works here, right?'I said, turning back to her.
'Yes, sometimes. Right now, he's...he's actually out of town for a while.'
'Oh...'

'Would you like me to save him a copy of your magazine?'
'Yeah, sure. If it's...if you think he'd like it. Sure.'
I nodded and smiled and turned back round and stared at the elevator doors, telling myself that I had done all
I could and he wasn't there anyway, and when the doors opened and I was inside and could breathe again, I
told myself that I'd been let off the hook big time and thank fuck he wasn't there because if he was then the
only logical thing I could've done was see him.

“Silence is only frightening to people who are compulsively
verbalizing.”

BOOKS RECOMMENDED [or not]
Glimpses of a Floating World ****

Larry Harrison
The gist of this book is to highlight heroin in 60s
London. Or to be more specific, the legal prescription
of heroin before it was outlawed. It's hard for us to
believe in the modern context that this was once the
case, but Harrison paints a convincing picture of a
seventeen year old kid hooked on drugs which he can
pick up from his local chemist.
As a matter of fact it is a little misleading to label this
book as heroin fiction. It certainly starts that way,
with young Ronnie Jarvis thinking and thinking about
his next fix, and shooting up in public toilets, but it
quickly changes into something else altogether, and
to its credit, the shift is very welcome. Obviously,
some might say it loses focus by flashing back to
Ronnie's memories of his parent's marriage
breakdown, but in actuality it enhances the central
plot. The marriage of the parents, and the abuse
suffered by all, leads inexorably to what Ronnie
becomes, and it is down to Harrison's skill as a writer
that this is never played for sympathy. Ronnie is
never a nice guy, he is simply a confused seventeen
year old boy.

has chosen unwisely with the first release of his
“discovered” talent, and it seems somewhat
unsurprising that the author of this book also happens
to be staggeringly beautiful. Not that we care to make
any accusations, but as far as we're aware
assumptions are okay.
To backtrack, Dave Eggers set up a little quarterly
called 'The Believer', with the mandate of finding the
talent in American writing that the others were
missing. Brave words, and a little arrogant to believe
that they could pick up what The New Yorker
couldn't, especially when you consider the caliber of
the readers there. Actually, who are we kidding? The
only talent they pick up are the flash and the bored,
the ones who want to show the world how fucking
smart they are instead of any kind of truth.
Now this book: the central premise is the lie beneath
the lie, and how far exactly that goes. The story
circles around a woman with an unspecified job, who
picks up men in bars, knocks them out, and tortures
them until they start giving a little truth. And to be
honest, what I've just described sounds a lot more
interesting than what's actually written, as the author
seems incapable of leaving her description at the
door. Seriously, the number of adjectives and similes
in this thing are ludicrous, and it weighs the whole
thing down until it breaks about a hundred pages in. I
won't say how it breaks, but it does, and it becomes
clear that the secretary for 'The Believer' doesn't have
the slightest clue how to write, at least not with any
honesty.

Benny Platonov
************************************

Oli Johns

The lie of the lie **
The secretary for 'The
Believer'[Eggers' mag]
There's something rotten in the state of Eggers. I'm
sorry to say that the self-professed 'staggering genius'

Fuck, this book is good. Check out the quotes on the
cover, even Yaphet Kotto's behind it. And why not?
It's the only book about Hong Kong that's ever got
behind the mask of the city, and even if it is through
the eyes of a foreigner, at least it's on the money.
There are no street peddlers, and old Chinese guys on
bikes with huge Chinese hats, or temples and
Western style Chinese restaurants, and thank God.
This is a Hong Kong that shows the parks and the
poor and the real places like Sham Shui Po and Tin
Shui Wai, and it's clearly written by someone who's
not very well.

The elevator doors opened and I was on my way out.
But he wasn't there. Eggers wasn't there. I had done all I could.
When I got outside, Jay wasn't there either. I looked down the street both ways, but he was gone.
What the fuck?
I picked a direction and walked further down the street, looking over at the other side of the road, looking
under cars, but he really wasn't there. Was he back at the hostel then?
At the end of the street there were a couple of bars, and on a whim, I went inside one of them.
And there he was, at the bar, talking to...I moved closer...talking to one ugly fucking woman. Jesus...
I came up behind him and stood there, waiting for the woman to notice me and Jay to notice her and turn
around, but she didn't, and he didn't, so I stood there a while longer until the guy behind the bar picked up a
glass and waved it at me.
Jay turned.
'Brother...'

Two hours later and the troll was gone.
But we weren't.
I'd told Jay about Eggers and the receptionist, and he'd said it was bullshit, but, admittedly, there wasn't
much I could do about it. He did have a moment, a flicker, where he said it might be a challenge, and that we
should go back when it's dark and pretend to be cleaners and get inside the office and see what's what,
because, really, it was bullshit, Eggers had to be there, it was his mag, and didn't it make sense for him to tell
that receptionist woman not to let in any stragglers?
'I don't look anything like a cleaner,' I'd said back, and he seemed to see the sense of things, and went back
to his drink. And the next drink. And the next.
And now he was telling me something else.
'Gotta get some action here, man. Ain't nothing but a barfly otherwise, and that's-...it's fucking
embarrassing.'
'Don't barflies drink every day?'
'Look at these cunts.' He pointed at two other guys further down the bar, two guys who looked a little like
college students. 'They're a mess. They're a mess, Ols. We can't be of the same elk. Cannot.' He picked up his
glass. 'Ilk. The same...' And drank.
'Are we leaving then?'
'What?'
'Are we leaving? Going any time soon?'

He put the drink down.
'Relax, man. We're in the process, it's just...a little longer, yeah? I wanna wait and see what comes in. Some
college girls or...someone Jay-friendly maybe...anyone who reacts to a bit of spark, brother.' He watched the
door. No one came. 'No one else has spark in here. They don't have spark.' He pointed at the college students
again. 'Look, them...they don't. There's nothing there, man. It's like looking at ether in a fucking...a
fucking...what is that shit? Baseball shirt? Fuck it, who gives a shit. They're ether in ether, and that's the
state of things, the state of the art, brother. The state within. The state...'
'Enemy of the state?'
'And where are all the bitches in this place? There's nothing, nothing in here, nothing out there, just that troll
from before. Man...' He drank more. 'I'm really slumming it, man. It's a joke. The last, what...five women, the
last five women I've fucked have been trolls. It's not fair. It's...it's a fucking backlash from the fucking Gods
of our time, brother. They've got it in for me, and they're sending troll after troll after fucking troll and it's
dragging me down, Ols.'
'Which five women? Do I know-...'
'How did it get this bad, man? How?'
'Jay, which women? When?'
'What?'
'The women...'
'The women? Man, you weren't there. But it happened. It fucking happened, my white-faced friend. My Wasp
from above.'
'In Hong Kong?'
'But it's gonna change, brother. It's gotta change. The tides are turning, and I'm gonna ride them into some
decent fucking pussy.'
'Jay...'
'Just you wait...no, not Hong Kong. Before. Nah, forget it, it doesn't matter...was talking out loud, just
ruminating, brother. Everyone's allowed a tale of woe when they're playing the barfly. But seriously, tonight,
man, it's gonna change. I'm gonna get my fucking brain working again, get the old wordplay out and get a
fucking rhythm going...get some standards too, get some decent women with some decent bodies, no trolls
allowed, then we'll see what the endgame is. Then we'll see some fucking reaction.'
We stayed in the bar for another drink. No decent women came in. No trolls either.
Jay put his glass on the counter and said we had to get out, we had to get the fuck out before he turned into a
bar stool.
I nodded, paid for his drinks and we left.

[INSERT:

Mum, Dad,
I know I haven’t written in a while, but I’ve been kinda busy. Lots of articles to write, you know what it’s like. I guess
you probably don’t, actually, but that’s what it is like. I write most days, six days a week. It’s a good job though,
don’t get me wrong. And I know you’re gonna say, ‘where’s it leading?’ and I know you want me to come back and
do the whole lawyer thing, but…just give me a little longer and maybe I will come back and do that. I don’t know.
But this job isn’t as directionless as you think it is. I know you’ve talked to Amir about it, and I know what he thinks,
but he’s wrong. Not all the time, I know, but he’s wrong about this. See, they’re saying, or they’ve told me, that if I
write for them for another year then I’ll be able to go back and be a staff writer with them, maybe even an editor.
What do you think about that? Pretty good, right?
Apart from the job stuff, everything is okay. I’ve been travelling around a bit, seeing a few new things. There’s no
woman of my dreams at the moment, but I’m sure you’re working on that back there, aren’t you? You know, you
really don’t have to do that. I can find my own, trust me.
What else? I guess I told you about Oli before, and how I’m helping him while he figures himself out. Well, it’s still
okay, I’m still giving him half of my wage, which I probably shouldn’t be doing, but he’s my friend, and you always
told me I should help out a friend. But I’m not sure if he’s thinking ahead at all. Maybe I should push him a bit more,
I don’t know. Actually, it is getting a bit frustrating. I mean, I’m doing all the writing and the research and he’s still
taking half the money. It kind of gets in the way of what I want to do. What do you think? Should I push him a bit?
Maybe I’ll give him another month then do it. I’ll think about it.
Anyway, I don’t really like saying this, but I’m running low on cash. We’re in San Francisco at the moment, and I’ve
just paid for Oli’s flight and hotel, as well as my own. Would it be okay if you could send a little over? I don’t need
much, just a couple of hundred maybe? I hate asking, but I don’t feel too bad about it as, honestly, it’s not my fault.
Okay, I have to go now. We’re going over to Marin County, where the sun always shines, ha! We’ll see.
Hope everything’s okay over there, and let me know if it’s okay to send the cash.
Jay xxx

END INSERT]

Outside, we walked down a street we didn't know, onto another street we didn't know and pretty soon we were
lost. No map, no previous experience, nothing. We came to a conveni and looked inside for a map, but there
weren't any, just rows and rows of things we didn't need. We tried another shop a little further down the road
and found something like a road map but it was too dense to make sense of, so we asked the guy behind the
counter where our hostel was. He didn't know, and we couldn't remember the street name so we went back
outside, back up the street and into the other shop where we picked up a bottle each and started drinking.
Jay drank a little faster than me, and after a while he drank a lot faster, and he kept saying that the night
wasn't done until things were atoned for.
'What's that then?'
'Atonement, brother, you know the word.'
'I know the film.'
'And it's me..self-atonement. Rectification of my pathetic self.'

He didn't explain any further but I had an idea what he meant. And a little while later, as we circled back on
ourselves and walked past 849 Valencia Street, Jay sat down on the kerb and told me.
Or he would've told me if two women hadn't walked past.
'Excuse me...hey...' They turned, stopped. 'Hey, you’re local, right? We're just...I don't know, this might sound
kind of weird or obvious or...but we're looking for guides.'
The girls moved closer.
'Yeah, honestly...I know, weird, but we're kinda walking in circles and...we know a few streets, but the names
are a bit...y'know, blurred...so...I don't know, what do you think?'
The girls looked at each other. I looked at them. They weren't beautiful exactly, but they weren't awful.
'You look kinda scared...ha, you're blinking code at each other, hey, I see those lashes...and, yeah, okay, hands
up, it's weird, looking for guides, and suddenly we start talking to you and, I don't know...too weird? Ols, help
me out...too weird?'
He blocked them out and mouthed 'double team' at me.
'Not the weirdest thing I've ever heard,' I said.
'Nah, not that weird, I guess...' He turned back to the girls, who laughed a little. 'I mean, is it weird? Really? I
guess you could call it obvious, if we're talking with any kind of truth, which I'd like to think we are...seriously,
we're truthful here, no bullshit...a bit of charm, maybe, but truthful...and, okay, I probably just killed the
charm part, but, who really knows, where does charm start and charm end, huh? Ols?'
I didn't know what to say.
'Maybe it's in there?' The taller girl laughed and pointed at the almost empty bottle in Jay's hand.
'This? Yeah, I was just holding this for a tramp. He's...yeah, I don't know where he went...' He laughed. 'These
tramps, they're pretty fast...running light, I guess...no shoes, no pants, no-...okay, maybe not...'
'He wasn't wearing pants?'
'...but would they-...yeah, probably, he had pants on, it makes a kind of sense and...yeah, you're laughing, you're
laughing at us. Fuck it, okay, truth...straight up, no lies truth...there was no tramp...this bottle is mine and,
yeah, we have been drinking, but...and here's the 'but'...it's holiday season here for us...we're in from Hong
Kong, just kicking around and visiting...' He pointed up at Eggers office, hesitated a second then said it, '...him.
That sleazy fucker up there. Eggers, you know him?'
'The writer guy?'
'Heartbreaking genius...stagger book thing...'
'Yeah, we've heard some...'
'He's like your mayor, right? Mayor of lit, writer of shit...yeah, he's kind of our mate. Really. We're this close.'
Jay showed joined fingers. 'Okay, maybe not these two fingers, but...yeah, he doesn't shut the door on us, and
that's a sign of something, right? Don't you think?'
'Not sure...a sign of what?'

'Yeah...or, I don't know. I'm probably just talking shit. Am I? I don't know.' He looked at me, winked then went
back to the girls. 'Honestly, and I wanna be honest...you know, because, yeah, actually the whole world needs to
be a little more honest...'
'Who?'
'A bit more honest and-...everyone. People in it, governments, women on streets...a bit of truth is warming. A
bit of Kofi Anan and, bang, no more politics and all that shit, and...what? You're laughing again, what? Yeah,
okay, I know...I'm a bit fucked, and...me and my friend here...Ols...Olswang...he's not fucked...good guy, he's a
good guy is Oli...never drinks and...fuck, I was gonna say he was a Mormon, but that's a lie...that's just a bare
faced lie...he doesn't even have a hat or a...you know, the hat...you don't have the hat, do you, Ols?'
He put his arm round my shoulder and stared at me and I didn't really know if he wanted an answer or not. Did
I have the hat?
'You know what? It doesn't matter. I'm just talking shit, too much shit, and...the point is...the thing is, what I
was saying before, a second ago...we're a little fucked...we're kinda lost, so...like I said, guides, needed,
please...beg, beg, beg.'
The girls conferred, laughed, shook their heads a few times then told us they'd show us the way back.

On the way back nothing much happened. They told Jay he talked fast and it was kinda hard to catch all of
what he was saying, and Jay laughed and kept on talking fast while I hung back a little, saying the odd word now
and then just to show I hadn't fallen down a manhole or anything, and analysed their reactions to everything he
said and became pretty certain that at least one of them, probably the taller one, would fuck him by the end of
the night.

We walked a little further, going out of and into streets we didn't know, trusting the women we'd never met
before, until I saw our hostel on one of the corners up ahead.
Jay stopped and tried to nudge them in for a drink, saying we hadn't really walked down any of the hostel
corridors and might need further guide work, but the girls weren't buying it.
'We know what happens when we get to your room, y'know...' the taller one said.
'Pillow fight?' Jay laughed.
'That's the start of it...'
'And the end?'
The friend nudged the taller one and whispered something in her ear.
'Yeah, we're gonna go now...'
'No pillow fight?'
'...good luck in those corridors...'
'Sure?'
'See ya.'

'Cock fight?'
They were walking away.
'Hey...'
They turned.
'We never got a pic...' Jay said, arms spread.
The girls shook their head.
'Come on...for my mama back home?'
'Sorry, we gotta go...'
'For mother India?'
They laughed, conferred again then said, fine, one pic.
Jay called me back and handed over his phone then got back in
with the girls and put his arm round them.
I framed it then clicked.
'Good enough?'
Jay took the phone and checked.
'I don't know, help me check, ladies.'
The girls looked at the pic and nodded.
'You look happy.' They laughed.
'I could look happier...'
'Yeah, well...'
'What?'
'...good luck with that.'
They walked away again, leaving Jay waving the phone in the air.
'Okay, no games. Let's lay it on the line. One night, two girls, two guys. Choose who you wanna fuck. Thoughts?'
They shouted back, telling us we should fuck each other.
'Hey, come on...name your price. Any number.'
They walked away laughing.
But Jay kept talking to the street.

'Look, I got seven rupees, mon bon fuck a la nuit. Get back here and give me a good time. Fuck, give me a time
at least...give me the time. No?'
'Man...'
'Fuck you then, cunts. I got my own time...time regained, how do you like that? Fucking don't even know what
you like, do you? Bland bitches...'
'Come on...'
'...bland fucking cunts, I could've scripted your whole fucking night...I could write out every word you say from
now until you...until you fucking choke on your own fake bitchness...fucking actors, we're better than this...me
and you, Ols, we're better than this...our room's fucking better than this...why are we even bothering with this
shit? Why are we even standing out here? Let's go in, man, this is shit. No bitches in this town worth anything
anyway...'
He started walking for the door then stopped and came back.
'No, wait, fuck it, let's go out. Let's hit another bar, brother. Let's...shit, new rules, rules of the game...we go
over there, we find a bar, we hit it, bam, we fucking hit it, my fine fat friend, and we pied piper all the pussy
out of there and...' He danced towards the hostel entrance, '...into here. What say you, brother Hunch?'
'Jay.'
'Out of there…and into here.'
'Jay.'
'No, what?'
'Don't you think-...'
'Don't say it, brother. Non-disclosure is the name of the game, and it's my fucking big game night. White
hunter, black heart, brother, and we're hitting the bar.'
'Which bar?'
'That bar!' He pointed at what looked like a launderette across the street.
'That one?'
'Damn straight.'
'Right.'
'No, where you going?'
'Bed.'
'No...'
'Yes.'
'Brother, come on...the night is young.'

'No, it's not.'
'...and the fuck is waiting, it's waiting over there, man. Right over there...'
'Jay.'
'...all we gotta do is peel back the curtains and-...'
'Night, man.'
'...just peel them back and see the cabaret, brother...'
I walked to the door of the hostel and went in.
'...the fuck cabaret...the-...come on...brother, I need this...really, I-...five minutes...five minutes, one drink, then
leave...if it's shit we leave...if it's good, we-...'
The door closed behind me and I walked up the stairs to the second floor and our room. I took off my shirt
and my pants and turned out the light then got into bed.
Twenty minutes later Jay followed.

MORE FREE SPACE

MUSIC IN HK
Words by CAPTAIN WONG
But I won’t praise shit, mate. I won’t do it. I can’t do
it. I won’t and can’t and shall not do it. Because it’s
all shit, mate. Honestly, I did go out actually, last
week in fact, to some gig put on by one of those
shitty magazines they have going here, and, mate,
these were supposed to be the best of the city, the
best bands Hong Kong had to offer. And they were
shit. They couldn’t play. They just stood there trying
to act like they had enough talent to actually deserve
to be standing there and-…
[Ed: Cap, seriously…]
Honestly, I don’t see much of the local scene
anymore. I haven’t been out in ages, and, mate, I
don’t think I’m gonna start anytime soon. Why’s that
then? Well, it’s not what you’re thinking. Unless
you’re thinking the local music scene is shit and
beyond fucking repair, then, yeah mate, it is what
you’re thinking. Because it’s true. It’s fact. And I
don’t really give a shit how many of you talentless
fucks write in and throw stones at me for it, because I
know what I’ve heard over these last two years, and I
know what’s decent and what’s not.
And I’ve been everywhere, mate.
I’ve been to beach festivals. And it was shit.
I’ve been to rock schools. Shit.
I’ve been to gigs in warehouses.
And it’s all a bag of shite, mate. And, no, I don’t
mind repeating it, because the delusionals just keep
growing out of the fucking ground.
[Ed: Anything positive, Cap?]
Honestly, mate, I don’t know where they come from.
They pick up guitars and get their mates and
suddenly they’re a band. And that wouldn’t be so bad
if they stuck to the garage, but, no mate, you get the
bar owners calling them up and putting them on a
stage. It’s a joke, mate, a fucking tone-deaf joke.
[Ed: Please?]
Okay, Oli wants me to say something positive. Fine
mate, I can do that. I don’t want you to get the wrong
impression of me. It’s a fact, I’ve been positive
before, and I give credit when it’s due.

Mate, I’m getting there. I’m getting there. Relax.
Okay, I’ll tell you a story. Not a long story, mate, but
it should spell things out a little.
For some reason I don’t know, I was sitting in the
Hard Rock Café a few weeks back and there were
some bands playing on the stage and, mate, the
negative of the story first, the first two bands were
shit. But then the third one came on, and there was a
fucking beautiful bass player walking on with them
and, mate, as soon as I saw her I knew this would be
something.
Actually, it didn’t turn out to be much of anything.
They were shit. But not the beautiful bass player,
mate, because let me tell you something, she could
play. She knew how to walk the stage. And she could
sing too. And not in that shitty Taylor Swift style, but
something decent. I don’t know, mate, if I had to pin
a reference on here I’d say Justine Frischman with a
little Nina Simone hiding in her throat. Can you
imagine that, mate?
But here’s the point I’m making. This beautiful bass
player [her name’s Hala. I don’t give a fuck what the
band’s name is] isn’t in this shitty place anymore,
she’s in Beijing. And she’s dumped the other wasters
and gone solo and from what she says, she’s really
going places. Yeah, mate, I am in contact with her,
and yeah, she listens to me because she knows who I
am. She knows what I can do with a guitar and
there’s respect. Maybe not complete mutual respect,
because, mate, I’ve been around longer than her and
she’s not quite at my level, but with a bit of guidance,
she could come close.
And, mate, if she does, it won’t be in Hong Kong.

The next few days Jay was pretty much the same way he was the night before. We walked around San Fran
and saw a few things, but it wasn't really about the day, it was about the night, and as soon as it turned dark
Jay came to life and kept on at me and on at me to go to the bars and find something, anything, because he
needed something, anything, and it had to happen here apparently, as it hadn't happened for too long, and
mostly I ignored him and said we should probably head back to Hong Kong soon, but he wasn't having it, there
were too many ideas in his head, and the depression was creeping back in from the wings, he said, and once it
was back then it was over, so that's what it was, it was a psychological emergency, the only fix that would truly
fix him, because he was returning to the old ways, how it used to be back at home, and the old ways were not
any kind of way to be, and he couldn't be that way again and he wouldn't, he wouldn't let himself, but he
needed helping hands, he needed a guide, a girl guide to get him what he needed and to keep him talking to
people, talking to women, because each failure in that regard was starting to drag him down and when he went
down, he was right down, and that's when the ratings would come again, and every conversation would be an
anxiety, a fucking trapped-room nightmare that he couldn't let himself be trapped in again, and, Ols, come on,
please, give a brother a break...let's go to a bar, yeah?

We went to a bar near the hostel. A compromise, so we wouldn't get lost again. Jay sat staring at the people
around him, not saying much to me, ordering shots and pints, and drinking them down quickly and saying after
each one that after the next one, he'd make some kind of move.
By the end of the night, he still wasn't drunk. And he never made a move.

The next morning I woke up with Jay sitting on top of me. There was a map in his hand, not of San Fran, but
the whole of North America.
'This here arm of Mexico, brother,' he said, pointing at the stretch of Mexico that led down from San Diego
and away from the rest of Mexico. 'This is the starting point.'
'Huh?'
'LA, San Diego, Tijuana, arm of Mexico. It's the way forward, man. Take the train, no hassle, focus of a
fucking hawk and we're there.'
'What about Hong Kong?'
He turned the map and looked at it again, squinting.
'Or...fuck Mexico, and do LA?'
'And Hong-...'
'Yeah, LA solo...think it through, brother Cheech, think it fucking through. We get out of this shithole, we
train it south, we get a map and pinpoint all the best star-fucking joints, we hit them, talk it up a storm, dazzle
the fucking natives and Bungle's your fucking uncle! It's airtight, brother, no cracks in any corner...not even
any corners, just a straight line to the lucky break-a-leg that's gonna set me on my merry fucking way...fuck
acting school, fuck it...the only schmucks who go there are the Giamattis and Azarias...not the Damon's, not the
Billy Bob Thorntons...'
'Jay.'
'...and it doesn't even have to be acting. I'm the jack of every trade, brother, I'm the Jack Nic of every
angle...'

'What?'
'Producer, man. Producer credit, that's the key. That's the key and the secret, right in that fucking flower
patch, Chubby Biggs.'
'Fuck this.'
I rolled over and tried to sleep, but Jay wasn't having it. He pulled the blanket away and pushed me off the
side of the bed. I lay there, my eyes still closed, listening to him pace up and down the room, talking, talking...
One minute we were going to LA.
The next we were running down the side of Mexico.
Then Panama.
Then down the whole length of the continent to the tip of Argentina.
But that was too generic.
Everyone was doing that.
And he wasn't everyone.
Or we weren't everyone.
No, we were snowflakes.
We were going the other way, to Oregon and Vancouver and up into the Arctic Circle.
Yeah, we could live in a tent and write poetry.
Great poetry.
Shit, didn't I know, the best fucking poetry was written in the freezing cold.
But then it was too cold.
And maybe we weren't poets?
Fuck it, as far as Oregon then.
There was wilderness up there, and we could walk around it.
Get lost and hunt bears.
Just like Ant Hopkins and Fats Baldwin.
I was Fats, he was Ant.
It could work.
‘Let's do it, Ols, for once in our shitty fucking lifetimes let's go out there and do it.’
I got up off the floor and started packing my stuff.

'We're doing it?' he asked.
I ignored him.
'Ols?'
'What?'
'Which one? Oregon? LA?'
'Neither. I'm going back to Hong Kong.' I picked up the t-shirt I had worn into Eggers' reception, sweat stains
under the arms. 'You can go whichever way you want.'
He sat down on the bed.
'I knew you'd say that.'
He sat there while I finished packing, not saying a word, just tracing lines on the map with his finger, and when
I was done I turned to him and said, 'so?'
'So be it.'
'So be what?'
He folded up the map and let it drop to the floor.
'Hong Kong, brother.'

I’M DONE
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